I. Introduction
he next generation of efficient subsonic aircraft will need to be both high aspect ratio and light weight, and the associated structural flexibility presents both challenges and opportunities. An example of advanced vehicles under consideration is illustrated in Fig. 1 1 . Robust active aeroelastic control and Gust Load Alleviation (GLA) have a potential to substantially reduce weight by relaxing structural strength requirements on the wings. However, current tools such as traditional linear aeroelastic and aeroservoelastic analysis methods are inadequate to reliably predict aeroelastic stability and assess active aeroelastic control effectiveness in this type of vehicle. The type of vehicle represents a nonlinear stability and control problem involving complex interactions among the flexible structure, unsteady aerodynamics, flight control system, propulsion system, the environmental conditions, and vehicle flight dynamics. Furthermore, because of the inherent flexibility of the aircraft, the lower order structural mode frequencies are of the same order as the rigid-body mode frequencies. The close proximity of flexible and rigid-body dynamics d Hence, this an importa Ref [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . 1 L adaptive cess matured a eal-time dynam rcraft with con ges of applicat an application o flexible aircraf ms in the presen bounded timened to predict t tput instead of rmly bounded output is bound However, this ntrol law is ba feedback, the e or this reason the 1 L output f e required bou ore general u ollability, will ol law design back approach rical simulation quantify the ac cly available c ef. [10] . The d nstrained to 1 Table 1 , and an associated linear model described above. The simulation consists of linear models with third order actuator dynamics, typical of aeroservoelastic models, included for each of the control surfaces in the simulation. 
where r x represents rigid body position and rates, e x represents elastic mode deflections and rates, lag x represents aerodynamic lag states, and x  represents actuator states. For control design purposes, the model is residualized to eliminate lag states and then is further reduced by eliminating higher frequency flexible modes. Furthermore, the actuator dynamics are neglected, and as a result, the control design model is reduced from 112 to 12 
and y is the output of sensors described in Ref [10] . In order to improve tracking and add damping into the system, a proportional plus integral (PI) control structure that tracks vertical displacement is chosen for the baseline controller. In order to create a model structure compatible with 1 L output feedback several of the sensor measurements, combined in such a way as to isolate flexible wing modes, are added to the system in Eq. (2) as states. In addition, the integrator on position is augmented to the system in Eq. (2) resulting in a new system structure given by
where u   is a vector of control inputs (one leading edge and four trailing edges), y is a vector of sensor and integrator outputs, and 
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where ( ) t  is a vector of time varying signals that includes all the uncertainties and the disturbances, i.e
The design process is to use the parameters   , , m m m A B C , from Eq. (3),to design an LQG baseline controller to achieve the desired tracking performance in the nominal system. Then an 1 L output feedback controller is designed to deal with the model uncertainties and the disturbances in the ( ) t  term.
A. LQG Baseline Controller Design:
The LQG controller is the combination of a Kalman filter with a linear-quadratic regulator (LQR). The detailed design procedure for an LQG is omitted here, but an overview using the above problem formulation is provided below. The Kalman filter is
where ˆ( ) x t is the estimated state and ( ) L t is the observer gain for the Kalman filter. Tuning the covariance matrix of process noise and measurement noise in the LQG problem formulation can change the performance of the Kalman filter.
The LQR controller design uses the estimated state, ˆ( ) x t . The baseline control law is defined as ˆ( ) u Kx t  (8) The dynamic performance and control effort is tuned by choosing different performance and control effort matrices Q and R. The overall baseline control law is defined in Eq. (8) with the estimated state, ˆ( ) x t , generated by Eq. (7). There are several limitations to the LQG design. The LQG design is optimal when using the real plant model, A B C . The white process noise assumption on the Kalman filter is also not satisfied in this system. Hence, the LQG design has a limited performance and stability margin due to the invalid white noise assumption.
B. 1
L Control Augmentation Design:
State Predictor:
In addition to Eq. (7), a vector of adaptive parameters,  , is introduced to the predictor.
Adaptive Law:
The adaptive law updates  as piece-wise constant signal such that output tracking, ˆ( ) ( ) y t y t  is ensured. Prior to introducing the adaptive law, certain variables need to be defined as follows.
Since m A is Hurwitz, there exists 0 P P    that satisfies the algebraic Lyapunov equation
From the properties of P , it follows that there exists a non-singular P such that 
In the following control law design, the matched disturbance, ˆ( ) m iT  , and unmatched disturbance, ˆ( ) um iT  , are filtered with different filter bandwidths. This approach defining and updating compensation for matched and unmatched uncertainty in the state feedback formulation has been successfully flight tested on NASA GTM aircraft, e.g. see Ref [11] .
Control law design:
In addition to the baseline LQG control signal, b u , in Eq. (8), there are two augmentation control signals, ( ) m u t and ( ) um u t , for matched and unmatched uncertainties respectively. This control law is inspired by a successful application in Ref [11] . In this paper the control law is further modified to be suitable for highly flexible vehicles.
The overall control law is generated as Compensating the unmatched uncertainties usually leads to stability challenges. By tuning these two filter bandwidths of 1 ( ) C s , 2 ( ) C s separately, the stability margin of the controller can be configured to match the actual range of the system parameter. A detailed analysis is summarized in Ref [12] .
An important modification in this paper is that instead of dynamic inversion of 
( ) ( ) H s H s
 is inverted instead. This modification is necessary because the flexible vehicle model structure has a high system dimension and high frequency lightly damped modes. Under nominal conditions, dynamic inversion will improve the tracking performance, but the control signal will easily excite the high frequency mode shapes, especially when dealing with high system dimensions with large parameter deviations due to wide range of encompassed flight conditions. The frequencies of the flexible modes are uncertain and the first and second flexible modes have frequencies close to rigid body dynamics and are close to each other making cancellation by inversion completely impractical. In addition, the rank of the controllability matrix is low compared to the real system dimensions, which means many of the high frequency mode shapes are nearly uncontrollable. To avoid exciting the uncertain flexible mode frequencies, the dynamic inversion is changed to a static inversion, thus, only compensating the static error which makes more sense for the flexible structure. This results in a different stability condition for the 1 L output feedback controller. Revisiting the baseline control signal ( ) b u s in terms of the system formulation in Eq. (9) is given by
where K is the feedback gain from the LQR controller design, ˆ( ) x t is the estimated state from Eq. (6), and 
V. Simulation Results
The controller was evaluated in simulation on the original full state linear wind tunnel models derived at 10 different test dynamic pressures. The simulation also includes third order actuator dynamics and time-delay in the sensor feedback loop. The simulation time step and, hence, the sampling time was set at 0.005 T  . For the purposes of this publication, the magnitude of control deflections and vehicle attitude has been normalized with respect to the trim values.
Let ( , , ) Table 2 where shaded cells indicate matched design and evaluation conditions, e.g. LQG controller designed using reduced order model at 130 psf is evaluated on full order linear model at 130 psf (ir=10). As seen from Table 2 , in the simulation the baseline controller is limited in its ability to stabilize plant models different from the model used to design the controller. For example, the LQG controller designed for model 10 (130 psf test condition) can stabilize full linear models at 90 and 80 psf (ir=9, 8) as indicated by checkmarks in Table 2 , but cannot stabilize models for dynamic pressure below 80 psf (ir=7-1, 70 to 30 psf test conditions). The LQG controller does somewhat better in the middle ranges of tested dynamic pressure by stabilizing the system up to 3 test points below its design condition covering the range of 90 to 60 psf. As dynamic pressure drops towards minimum necessary for flight, the range over which LQG can provide stability also decreases. It is interesting to note that in all case, the baseline LQG stabilizes the vehicle for dynamic pressure at or below its design condition. There are two reasons for the unstable response. One is the large parameter variation with dynamic pressure especially in the control effectiveness. The other challenge is the unmodeled dynamics not captured in the reduced order model used for control law design. In summary, the baseline controller designed with reduced order model i appears to stabilize the system for , 1 , 2 , ir i ir i ir i      and in some cases for 3 ir i   , which means when the real plant changes, the baseline controller can work for at most 4 test conditions. Index number of model used for controller design While the results are preliminary since the evaluation models are linear with no significant time delay in the system, they are nevertheless encouraging and warrant further application to more sophisticated fully nonlinear very flexible aircraft models.
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